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ABSTRACT

Anisotropic fluid materials are of growing interest with the development of metamaterials and transformation acoustics. In the
general three-dimensional case, such materials are characterized by a bulk modulus and a full symmetric matrix of density.
Here, a method is presented to retrieve the bulk modulus and all six components of the density matrix from a selected set of six
incident plane waves impinging on a layer of the material. From the six components of the density tensor, the three principal
directions and the three principal densities of the material are recovered. The approach relies on the analytical expression of
the reflection and transmission coefficients derived from a state vector analysis. It results in simple, closed-form, and easily-
implementable inverse relations for the material parameters. As an illustration, the case of sound propagation through an ortho-
rhombic lattice of overlapping air-filled ellipsoids is considered. The effective complex and frequency-dependent bulk modulus
and density matrix are derived from homogenization cell problems and account for viscothermal losses. The retrieval method is
then applied to the homogenized layer and results bear testament to its robustness to extract accurately all seven material
parameters. This makes possible the characterization and design of anisotropic fluid materials in three dimensions.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5066608

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of acoustic metamaterials
and transformation acoustics, efficient characterization
methods for the estimation of the unprecedented acoustic
effective properties of structured materials are timely required.
Characterization methods based on the inversion of the scat-
tering matrix1,2 have been largely developed in the field of
metamaterials3 and acoustic materials.4 They are of particular
interest in the design of acoustic metamaterials5–7 since they
directly provide their effective density and bulk modulus.
Alternatively, these methods also turn out to be well-suited to
retrieve the effective parameters of periodic arrangements of
unit cells,8 provided that their effective material supports only
one propagative mode in the frequency range of interest
and that Drude layers at its boundaries are accounted for at
high frequencies.9

However, many acoustic metamaterials may be described
as effective anisotropic fluids10,11 notably to achieve acoustic
cloaking.12 Certainly, characterization methods have been
extended to characterize three-dimensional anisotropic
materials with principal directions belonging to the layer
plane interface7,13 or two-dimensional anisotropic materials
with principal directions arbitrarily tilted with respect to the
reference coordinate system.14,15 Nevertheless, no specific
methods seem to have been developed to characterize fully
anisotropic acoustic materials in three dimensions (3D). Our
aim here is to present a general retrieval method to extract
the bulk modulus and all six components of the 3D symmetric
anisotropic tensor of density from a limited number of char-
acterization tests. To do so, we build upon past work to
extend methods based on plane wave reflection and transmis-
sion through a layer sample. Here, the general 3D case of fully
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anisotropic fluid material having principal axes tilted in a
priori unknown directions is considered.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the direct
problem is solved via a state vector formalism to yield the
reflection and transmission coefficients. In particular, the
transmission coefficient is shown to exhibit phase delays
related to the orientation of the material with respect to the
layer interfaces. These phase delays will appear to be of para-
mount importance in the retrieval method. In Sec. III, the
inverse problem is studied, and the general retrieval method
is presented. It provides the analytical expression of the bulk
modulus, and all six coefficients of the density tensor as func-
tions of the reflection and transmission coefficients obtained
from interrogation of the layer by incident plane waves at
specific angles of incidence and orientation of the incident
plane. In Sec. IV, the efficiency of the procedure is demon-
strated in the case of sound propagation through an aniso-
tropic viscothermal fluid layer made of an orthorhombic
lattice of overlapping ellipsoids. The effective poroacoustic
properties of the array are first derived from the theory of
two-scale asymptotic homogenization16,17 and the retrieval
method is then applied to the homogenized anisotropic layer.
All seven material parameters (six coefficients of the symmet-
ric density tensor and bulk modulus) are accurately retrieved.
They provide insight into the orientation of the material
microstructure, through the recovery of the three principal
directions and principal densities.

II. DIRECT PROBLEM

In this section, the plane wave propagation through a layer
made of homogeneous anisotropic fluid material Ω is studied,
see Fig. 1. The layer has the thickness L and its constitutive
material Ω has the bulk modulus B and density tensor ρ. In the
reference Cartesian coordinate system R0 ¼ O, e1, e2, e3ð Þ with
position coordinates (x1, x2, x3), the mutually parallel plane

boundaries Γ0 and ΓL of the layer are given by the equations
x3 ¼ 0 and x3 ¼ L, respectively. The layer is surrounded on
both sides x3 � 0 and x3 � L by a homogeneous isotropic
fluid Ω0 of scalar density ρ0 and bulk modulus B0. It leads to
the sound speed c0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

B0=ρ0
p

and characteristic impedance
Z0 ¼ ρ0c0 in the surrounding medium Ω0. Here, the analysis
is performed in the linear harmonic regime at the circular
frequency ω with the implicit time dependence e�iωt. In this
system, the pressure and particle velocity fields (P, V) in the
layer and (p, v) in the surrounding medium are governed by
the equations of mass and momentum conservation

iωP=B ¼ r � V and iωρ � V ¼ rP in Ω, (1a)

iωp=B0 ¼ r � v and iωρ0v ¼ rp in Ω0: (1b)

Equations (1a) and (1b) testify that the anisotropy of the
material Ω in the layer is accounted for by the tensorial
character of its density. As usual for passive media, the
density tensor ρ is symmetric, that is, tρ ¼ ρ, where super-
script t denotes transposition. In particular, the orthonormal
coordinate system Rρ ¼ (eI, eII, eIII) of its principal directions
with coordinates (xI, xII, xIII) can be defined so that the
density matrix is diagonal in this system. In other words, the
density tensor can be written as ρ ¼ ρ� ¼ diag ρI, ρII, ρIIIð Þ in
Rρ, where ρI, ρII, and ρIII are the principal densities. As a
result, when expressed in the reference coordinate system R0,
the density tensor reads ρ ¼ R � ρ� � t R, where R ¼
R3 θIIIð ÞR2 θIIð ÞR1 θIð Þ is the rotation matrix between the two
coordinate systems, with R1, R2, R3 being elementary matri-
ces of rotations and θI, θII, and θIII the roll, pitch, and yaw
angles, respectively. Moreover, it is worth recalling that, as
effective properties, the bulk modulus B and density tensor
ρ can be complex-valued and frequency-dependent.

Now, the layer is submitted to the incident plane wave
pi ¼ eik1x1þik2x2�ik3 x3�Lð Þ propagating with a unit amplitude in
the domain x3 � L with the wavenumbers

k1 ¼ �k0 sinw cosψ , (2a)

k2 ¼ �k0 sinw sinψ , (2b)

k3 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k20 � k21 � k22

q
¼ k0 cosw, (2c)

where k0 ¼ ω=c0 is the acoustic wavenumber in Ω0, while ψ
and w are the azimuthal and elevation angles measured from
(O, x1) and (O, x3), respectively. Due to the linearity in the
system, the Snell-Descartes law holds: the in-plane wavevec-
tor kΓ ¼ k1e1 þ k2e2 of the incident field is prescribed to the
fields in both Ω0 and Ω. In the surrounding medium Ω0, this
gives rise to the specularly reflected and transmitted waves
pR and pT in the following form:

pR ¼ Reik3 x3�Lð ÞeikΓ �xΓ , pT ¼ Te�ik3x3eikΓ �xΓ , (3)

in domains x3 � L and x3 � 0, respectively, where R and T are
the pressure reflection and transmission coefficients, respec-
tively, while xΓ ¼ x1e1 þ x2e2 is the in-plane position vector. In

FIG. 1. The conceptual view of the homogeneous anisotropic fluid layer of
thickness L. The principal directions of the anisotropic fluid are denoted by
(xI , xII , xIII ).
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the layer Ω, the Snell-Descartes law implies that the pressure
and velocity fields take the following form:

P ¼ bP(x3)eikΓ �xΓ and V ¼ bV(x3)eikΓ �xΓ , (4)

where bP(x3) and bV(x3) are independent of xΓ due to the homo-
geneity of the layer but still depend on the coordinate x3.
Substitution of Eq. (4) into (1a) leads to the following equa-
tions of apparent mass and momentum conservation involv-
ing bP(x3) and normal velocity bV3 ¼ e3 � bV(x3):

iωbP=eB ¼ i(q � kΓ)bV3 þ @bV3=@x3, (5a)

iωeρbV3 ¼ i(q � kΓ)bPþ @bP=@x3: (5b)

Details about the derivation of Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are provided
in Appendix A. In these equations, the dimensionless vector
q ¼ q1e1 þ q2e2 is induced by the anisotropic material which
couples in-plane and normal directions, while scalars eB and eρ
are the apparent bulk modulus and density, respectively.
Denoting the inverse of the density tensor by the symmetric
tensor H ¼ ρ�1, the coefficients q1, q2, and the apparent
density eρ are found to depend only on the (inverse) density
tensor

q1 ¼ H13=H33, q2 ¼ H23=H33, eρ ¼ 1=H33: (6)

On the contrary, the apparent bulk modulus eB depends on
the (inverse) density tensor, the bulk modulus B and, more
importantly, on the in-plane wavevector kΓ according to

ω2

B
� ω2eB(k1, k2) ¼ ξ11k

2
1 þ ξ22k

2
2 þ 2ξ12k1k2, (7a)

with ξij ¼ Hij �H33qi qj, 8 (i, j) [ {1, 2}2: (7b)

It is worth noting that apparent density eρ0 ¼ ρ0 and bulk
modulus eB0 ¼ B0k20

�
[k20 � k21 � k22] in the isotropic surrounding

medium Ω0 also display similar features. However, the cou-
pling vector q and the coefficient ξ12 are zero in Ω0.

Introducing now the state vector W ¼t fbP, bV3g, the differ-
ential system in Eqs. (5a) and (5b) can be cast in the following
form, which is close to that of a homogeneous isotropic fluid,
with the exception of non-zero diagonal terms induced by the
anisotropic material:

@W
@x3

¼ M:W with M ¼ �iq � kΓ iωeρ
iω=eB �iq � kΓ

� �
: (8)

This system is solved by means of matrix exponential,

W(L) ¼ eML �W(0): (9)

Due to the continuity of the pressure and normal component
of the particle velocity at the layer boundaries Γ0 and ΓL, the
values of the state vector W at the layer boundaries x3 ¼ 0 and

x3 ¼ L read

W(L) ¼
Rþ 1

R� 1eZ0

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; and W(0) ¼

T

�TeZ0

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;, (10)

where eZ0 ¼ (eρ0eB0)
1=2 ¼ Z0= cosw is the apparent impedance of

air in the direction (O, e3). To calculate the exponential of the
constitutive matrix M in Eq. (9), this latter is diagonalized
according to

M ¼ U � Σ �U�1, (11)

where Σ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and U is the
matrix of associated eigenvectors:

Σ ¼ ik�3 0
0 ikþ3

� �
with k+3 ¼ �q � kΓ + ek, (12a)

U ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p eZ eZ
�1 1

� �
with U�1 ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p 1=eZ �1

1=eZ 1

" #
: (12b)

Here, the wavenumber ek and impedance eZ are built from the
apparent density eρ and bulk modulus eB as

ek ¼ ω
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffieρ=eBq

and eZ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffieρeBq

: (13)

The eigenvalues k+3 of the matrix M in Eq. (12a) provide the dis-
persion relation in the anisotropic fluid. Indeed, the pressure
field bP(x3) will take the form bP ¼ bPþeik

þ
3 x3 þ bP�eik

�
3 x3 , where bP+

are complex amplitudes and bP+eik
+
3 x3 represent waves propa-

gating in the direction +x3. Conversely to isotropic media, the
wavenumbers k+3 are not necessarily opposite: their sum yields
k�3 þ kþ3 ¼ 2q � kΓ, which will be at the origin of phase delays in
the transmission coefficients, as shown later. This effect is due
to the coupling between the directions of the reference coor-
dinate system operated by the anisotropic material when the
density matrix is fully-symmetric. However, the coupling
vector q between in-plane and normal directions is zero when
one principal direction of the (inverse) density tensor coincides
with the direction (O, x3) normal to the boundaries of the
layer. Then, the anisotropy of the material Ω only influences
the apparent bulk modulus eB according to Eq. (7), which would
depend only on the rotation of the principal directions around
(O, x3).

Finally, substitution of both the boundary conditions (10)
and the diagonalized form (11) of the constitutive matrix M
into Eq. (9) leads to the following linear system to solve for
the reflection and transmission coefficients:

Rþ 1

R�1eZ0

8><>:
9>=>; ¼ U �

eik
�
3 L 0

0 eik
þ
3 L

24 35 �U�1 �
T

�TeZ0

8><>:
9>=>;: (14)

Resolution of this linear system yields the following reflection
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and transmission coefficients:

R ¼
�i eZ=eZ0 � eZ0=eZ� �

sin (ekL)
2 cos (ekL)� i eZ=eZ0 þ eZ0=eZ� �

sin (ekL) ; (15a)

T ¼ 2 ei(q�kΓ )L

2 cos (ekL)� i eZ=eZ0 þ eZ0=eZ� �
sin (ekL) : (15b)

As mentioned previously, Eq. (15b) shows that the transmis-
sion coefficient T is affected by the phase delay q � kΓL due to
the anisotropy of the material. This property will be of para-
mount importance when presenting the retrieval method in
Sec. III.

III. RETRIEVAL METHOD

The problem now consists in retrieving the six compo-
nents of the symmetric density tensor and the value of the
bulk modulus from the knowledge of the layer thickness L
and the reflection and transmission coefficients at specific
azimuthal and elevation angles. Angles ψ and w specify the
in-plane wavenumbers kΓ ¼ (k1, k2), see Eq. (2). Once esti-
mated, the material parameters will be marked by the super-
script y in the form ( ρy11, ρ

y
12, ρ

y
13, ρ

y
22, ρ

y
23, ρ

y
33, B

y).
Central to the retrieval method is the fact that the appar-

ent impedance eZ and wavenumber ek, and subsequently the
apparent density eρ and bulk modulus eB, can be directly
retrieved from the reflection and transmission coefficients,
assuming the prior knowledge of the phase delay q � kΓL
affecting the transmission coefficient in Eq. (15b). Indeed,
inverting the system given by Eq. (14) with the matrices
expressed in Eqs. (12a) and (12b), the Nicolson–Ross–Weir pro-
cedure1,2 can be extended to oblique incidence and aniso-
tropic media as follows, see Appendix B for details:

eZy ¼ +eZ0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te�iq�kΓLð Þ2� 1þ Rð Þ2
Te�iq�kΓLð Þ2� 1� Rð Þ2

vuut , (16a)

e+iekyL ¼ χ+ ¼ 1þ
eZ0 + eZyeZ0 + eZy R

 !
1

Te�iq�kΓL
: (16b)

While the sign in Eq. (16a) is actually determined by the

passivity constraint Re(eZy) � 0, both signs in Eq. (16b)

are physically sound. However, inverting e�iekyL is preferred
here since the negative x3-going waves usually carry more
energy than the positive ones for negative x3-going incident
wave. This provides

eky ¼ �ang χ�ð Þ þ i log jχ�j þ 2nπ½ �=L, (17)

where ang is the phase angle and log is the natural logarithm.
In Eq. (17), the term 2nπ with integer n [ Z is used to unwrap
the phase of χ� so that eky is continuous over the frequencies,
with eky ¼ 0 at the frequency ω ¼ 0. The integer n has to be
determined and depends on the nature of the material.

However, its value is usually equal to zero when initiating
the procedure at very low frequencies. Further, using Eq. (13)
and the values of eZy and eky, the apparent density and bulk
modulus are retrieved as

eρy ¼ eZyeky=ω and eBy ¼ ωeZy=eky: (18)

It is important here to emphasize that Eqs. (16a) to (17) actu-
ally hold for any in-plane wavevector kΓ ¼ (k1, k2), provided
that the coefficients q1 and q2 are known to calculate the
phase delay q � kΓL in Eq. (15b). Since q1 and q2 are indepen-
dent of the wavevector kΓ ¼ (k1, k2), see Eq. (6), they can be
retrieved by using two pairs of transmission coefficients as
follows. Choosing T(k01, 0), T(� k01, 0) and T(0, k02), T(0, � k02)
with wavenumbers k01 = 0 and k02 = 0 ensures the equality of
the denominators of T(k01, 0) and T(� k01, 0) on the one hand,
and those of T(0, k02) and T(0, � k02) on the other hand, see
Eq. (15b). This can be explained by the fact that denominators
of reflection and transmission coefficients actually represent
the dispersion relation of the anisotropic layer modes. Using
this property, the coefficients qy1 and qy2 are retrieved from the
following relations:

e2iq
y
1k

0
1L ¼ T(k01, 0)

T(� k01, 0)
, e2iq

y
2k

0
2L ¼ T(0, k02)

T(0, � k02)
: (19)

At this stage, from the four transmission coefficients using
the wavevectors kΓ ¼ +k01e1 and kΓ ¼ +k02e2 with any
non-zero wavenumbers k01 = 0 and k02 = 0, the coefficients
qy1 and qy2 have been retrieved. Therefore, the apparent
parameters eZy and eky, and consequently eρy and eBy are not only
known for kΓ ¼ +k01e1 and kΓ ¼ +k02e2, but they can now be
assessed for any incident wave, using Eqs. (16a)–(18). This
central property is used in what follows to retrieve the bulk
modulus B and all six components of the density tensor ρ.
Please note that to obtain eBy1 ; eBy(k01, 0) and eBy2 ; eBy(0, k02),
being, respectively, equal to eBy(� k01, 0) and eBy(0, � k02), only
two additional reflection coefficients are needed, i.e., R(k1, 0)
and R(0, k2).

To gain access to the physical bulk modulus B, a fifth
characterization test at normal incidence (k1, k2) ¼ (0, 0) is
here considered, which provides, according to Eq. (7a),

By ¼ eBy(0, 0): (20)

Once the bulk modulus By is determined, it is straightforward
to retrieve the coefficients ξ11 and ξ22 from the four charac-
terization tests already performed with the wavevectors
kΓ ¼ +k01e1 and kΓ ¼ +k02e2. Indeed, using Eq. (7a), the fol-
lowing relation holds:

8 j [ {1, 2}, ξyjj ¼
ω2

(k0j)
2

1
By �

1eByj

� 	
: (21)

To be in a position to retrieve all coefficients of the density
tensor, a sixth and final characterization test with the wave-
vector kΓ ¼ (k001 , k

00
2) such that k001 = 0 and k002 = 0 is consid-

ered. As it happens, with the knowledge of By, ξy11, and ξy22,
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Eq. (7a) is solved for ξ12 to yield

ξy12 ¼
ω2

2k001 k
00
2

1
By �

1eBy3

� 	
� ξy11 k

00
1

2k002
� ξy22 k

00
2

2k001
, (22)

with eBy3 ; eBy(k001 , k
00
2). The coefficients of the inverse density

tensor H are retrieved from Eqs. (6) and (7b) to provide the
following relations, where i, j [ {1, 2}:

Hy
33 ¼ 1eρy , Hy

ij ¼ ξyij þHy
33q

y
i q

y
j , Hy

i3 ¼ qyiH
y
33: (23)

Finally, the density tensor can be obtained by inverting H
numerically, or by using the following expressions derived in
detail in Appendix C:

ρy11 ¼
ξy22
Δy
ξ

, ρy22 ¼
ξy11
Δy
ξ

, ρy12 ¼ �ξy12
Δy
ξ

, (24a)

ρy13 ¼ ξy12q
y
2 � ξy22q

y
1

Δy
ξ

, ρy23 ¼ ξy12q
y
1 � ξy11q

y
2

Δy
ξ

, (24b)

ρy33 ¼ eρ y þ 1

Δy
ξ

h
ξy22(q

y
1 )
2 þ ξy11(q

y
2)

2 � 2 ξy12q
y
1q

y
2

i
, (24c)

where Δy
ξ ¼ ξy11ξ

y
22 � (ξy12)

2. This brings an end to the retrieval
procedure. The seven rheological parameters characterizing
the anisotropic fluid material in the layer (the bulk modulus
and the six coefficients of the density tensor) have been
retrieved from six transmission coefficients and four associ-
ated reflection coefficients. They derive from tests performed
at normal incidence w ; 0; at oblique incidence (w = 0) with
opposite pairs of in-plane wavevectors kΓ ¼ (+ k01, 0) and
kΓ ¼ (0, + k02) oriented along the axes e1 and e2 of the refer-
ence coordinate system; and at oblique incidence (w = 0)
with in-plane wavevector kΓ ¼ (k001 , k

00
2) out of the axes of the

reference coordinate system, that is, k001 k
00
2 = 0.

It can be interesting to note that the apparent density eρ
(or equivalently H33 ¼ 1=eρ ) can actually be estimated indepen-
dently in the six tests with the prior knowledge of coefficients
qy1 and/or qy2, see Eqs. (16a) to (17). This property can be used
to assess the accuracy of the retrieved parameters (all tests
should provide the same apparent density eρ), and it can also
lead to estimate eρ precisely by averaging all its retrieved
values.

In the same line of thought, it is worth noting that the
retrieval method has been presented on the basis of only six
characterization tests. However, the wavenumbers k01 and k02
used for tests at oblique incidence in the directions e1 and e2,
and wavenumbers k001 and k002 used for tests at oblique inci-
dence out of directions e1 and e2 are actually not specified.
Several repetitions of these tests with various values of k01, k

0
2,

k001 , and k002 (that is, various angles of incidence w for all tests
and various azimuthal angles ψ for the last test) can therefore
be performed. This increases the number of tests but it would
allow to average the various retrieved values of the material

parameters, and hence smooth experimental or numerical
noise in the initial data.

Finally, once the full symmetric tensor of (inverse) density
is retrieved, it can be diagonalized to yield ρy ¼ Ry � ρ�y �t Ry,
where ρ�y is the diagonal matrix of the retrieved principal den-
sities, see Sec. II. In particular, the columns of the retrieved
rotation tensor Ry actually represent the coordinates of the
right-hand orthonormal eigenvectors of the density tensor in
the reference coordinate system R0. This requires to normalize
and orient correctly the eigenvectors. These latter provide pre-
cious insight into the orientation of the material axes with
respect to R0, which can be related to the orientation of the
anisotropic layer microstructure. It is worth recalling also that
such orientation of material axes can be characterized by the
roll, pitch, and yaw angles θI, θII, and θIII, respectively.
However, these Euler angles are not unique without additional
constraints on the range of their values, and without a conven-
tion to specify in which order the principal densities are sorted
in the diagonal density matrix ρ�y. Indeed, the order of the
principal densities in ρ�y determines which eigenvector of the
density tensor actually plays the role of vectors eI, eII, or eIII in
the material coordinate system Rρ.

IV. APPLICATION AND VALIDATION

In this section, the efficiency of the retrieval method to
estimate accurately the bulk modulus and all six compo-
nents of the density tensor is demonstrated. Here, the pro-
cedure is applied to an anisotropic viscothermal fluid layer
of thickness L ¼ 3 cm under ambient conditions. For numer-
ical applications, the air density, adiabatic constant, dynamic
viscosity, specific heat capacity at constant pressure, and
thermal conductivity at equilibrium are ρ0 ¼ 1:213 (kg=m3),
γ ¼ 1:4, η ¼ 1:839� 10�5 (Pa s), cp ¼ 1:005� 103 (J K=kg), and
κ ¼ 2:5� 10�2 (W=mK), respectively, while the atmospheric
pressure is P0 ¼ 1:013� 105 Pa. This leads to the bulk
modulus B0 ¼ γP0.

The material in the layer is supposed to be made of the
periodic orthorhombic lattice of overlapping ellipsoids filled
with air. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the rigid frame in its unit cell is
obtained by extrusion of the ellipsoid having semi-axes
rI ¼ 0:66 ‘, rII ¼ 1:32 ‘, and rIII ¼ 1:98 ‘ in the directions
(eI, eII, eIII), from the parallelepiped cube having sizes lI ¼ ‘,
lII ¼ 2 ‘, and lIII ¼ 3 ‘ in that same coordinate system. Under
the condition of the scale separation 3k0‘ 	 1, the theory of
two-scale asymptotic homogenization16,17 can be applied to
the lattice to describe it as an effective fluid material satisfy-
ing the governing equations (1a). Due to symmetries in the
unit cell, the effective density tensor is diagonal in the
Cartesian coordinate system Rρ ¼ (eI, eII, eIII). Each principal
density ρJ with J ¼ I, II, III of this diagonal density tensor, as
well as the effective bulk modulus B are then approximated
according to the following Johnson–Champoux–Allard–
Lafarge ( JCAL) formulas18,19

ρJ
ρ0

¼ α1
J

f
þ i

η=K0
J

ωρ0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� iωρ0

η

2α1
J K

0
J

fΛJ

� 	2
s

, (25a)
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γ � 1

γ � B0

fB

¼ 1þ i
fκ=Θ0

ωρ0cp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� iωρ0cp

κ

2Θ0

fΛ0

� 	2
s

: (25b)

Here, f is the porosity, K0
J , α

1
J , and ΛJ are the visco-static

permeability, the high frequency tortuosity, and the charac-
teristic viscous length in the direction eJ with J ¼ I, II, III,
respectively, and Θ0 and Λ0 are the thermo-static permeabil-
ity and the characteristic thermal length, respectively. All
these parameters are defined from periodic cell problems
provided by the theory of two-scale asymptotic homogeni-
zation.16,17 These latter, recalled in Appendix D, are solved

numerically by means of the finite element method using
the software COMSOL Multiphysics®. The values of the cal-
culated JCAL parameters are

K0
I ¼ 0:11 ‘2, K0

II ¼ 0:08 ‘2, K0
III ¼ 0:09 ‘2, (26a)

α1
I ¼ 1:18, α1

II ¼ 1:06, α1
III ¼ 1:04, (26b)

ΛI ¼ 1:02 ‘, ΛII ¼ 1:20 ‘, ΛIII ¼ 1:34 ‘, (26c)

f ¼ 0:91, Θ0 ¼ 0:20 ‘2, Λ0 ¼ 1:84 ‘: (26d)

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the unit cell (a). Reconstructed (cross sign) and initial (solid line) real and imaginary parts of the normalized bulk [(b) and (c)]. Reconstructed
(cross sign) and initial (solid line) real and imaginary parts of the six normalized components of the symmetric density tensor [(d) and (e)]. The inset of (e) depicts the
color of the different components. Initial and reconstructed principal directions (f ): xI (solid blue line), xII (solid green line), and xIII (solid red line); x

y
I (dashed blue line), x

y
II

(solid green line), and xyIII (solid red line). Initial and reconstructed real and imaginary parts of the normalized densities in the principal directions (g), (h): ρI (solid blue
line), ρII (solid green line), and ρIII (solid red line); ρ

y
I (cross sign), ρ

y
II (open square), and ρ

y
III (open circle).
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In what follows, the characteristic pore size ‘ ¼ 200 μm has
been chosen so that 3k0‘ 
 0:11 at 10 kHz, which guarantees
that the condition of scale separation is satisfied sharply in
the frequency range [10Hz, 10 kHz] over which the retrieval
method will be applied. With such a sharp separation of
scales, the Drude boundary layers at the layer interfaces
Γ0 and ΓL can be neglected.16,20 Moreover, the layer includes
150 unit cells in its thickness, which guarantees a bulk
behavior of the material.

Now, the diagonal matrix density ρ� with principal
densities given by Eq. (25a) is rotated by the roll, pitch, and
yaw angles θI ¼ π=6, θII ¼ π=4, and θIII ¼ π=3 to result in
the fully-anisotropic density tensor ρ ¼ R � ρ� � t R with
R ¼ R3 θIIIð ÞR2 θIIð ÞR1 θIð Þ. Reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients related to incident plane waves impinging the layer
are then computed by means of the finite element method
using the software COMSOL Multiphysics, thus ensuring
that the inverse crime is not committed. In the simulations,
the column sample with cross-sectional sizes x1, x2 [
0+ 1 cm½ � and length x3 [ 0:2m, � 0:23m½ � is considered
and the scattered field pscat in response to the incident
background pressure pi is computed. Floquet periodicity
conditions are applied at the lateral boundaries of the column,
while plane wave radiation conditions at the extremities
x3 ¼ 0:2m and x3 ¼ �0:23m of the column are prescribed.
The problem stated in Eq. (1) with P ¼ pscat þ pi in Ω and
p ¼ pscat þ pi in Ω0 is solved using the COMSOL module
Partial Differential Equations where the anisotropic “diffu-
sion matrix” H has been implemented according to Comsol
documentation on the acoustic module. The reflection and
transmission coefficients are finally retrieved from the
values of the incident and scattered fields at the extremities
x3 ¼ 0:2m and x3 ¼ �0:23m of the column.

To illustrate the generality of the retrieval method,
different angles of incidence have been considered for the
different tests, although they can very well be identical in
practice. To form the pair of in-plane wavevectors kΓ ¼ +k01e1
having orientations of the incident plane given by the angles
ψ ¼ 0 and ψ ¼ π, the angle of incidence w ¼ π=3 has been
used. To form the pair of in-plane wavevectors kΓ ¼ +k02e2 in
the planes of incidence oriented by ψ ¼ +π=2, the angle of
incidence w ¼ π=6 has been used. Finally, the angle of inci-
dence w ¼ π=4 in the plane of incidence oriented by ψ ¼ π=3
has been considered to yield the in-plane wavevector
kΓ ¼ k001 e1 þ k002e2, see Sec. III.

The retrieval method has been applied to give access to
the bulk modulus and the six components of the density
tensor. The reconstructed normalized bulk modulus By=P0

and normalized components of the density tensor ρyij=ρ0,
i, j, [ [1, 2, 3] are given in Figs. 2(b)–(e). The retrieved param-
eters are in excellent agreement with those used in the
direct problem. The density tensor has therefore been diag-
onalized and the normalized principal densities ρyI=ρ0, ρ

y
II=ρ0

and ρyIII=ρ0 are given in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). These principal
densities comply with the causality conditions, Re



ρyJ
� � 0

and Im


ρyJ
� � 0, J ¼ I, II, III. To sort the densities along the

principal directions, an orthonormal basis is first built

(xyI , x
y
II, x

y
III) from the highest frequency reconstructed eigen-

vector matrix, which is compared with the provided principal
directions [Fig. 2(f )]. The eigenvectors are then compared
(simple scalar product with the reconstructed vectors) to
this basis to sort the densities. Note that the reconstructed
principal directions are rotated when compared with the
data but are correctly estimated. The additional recovery of
the high frequency limit of the tortuosities α1

J , viscous char-
acteristic lengths ΛJ, and static viscous permeabilities K0

J in
the principal directions J ¼ I, II, III and the open porosity f,
thermal characteristic length Λ0, and static thermal perme-
ability Θ0 is out of the scope of the present article but may
be achieved by adapting existing methods such as Ref. 21.

V. CONCLUSION

Anisotropic fluids are of growing interest, mainly due to
the rapid development of acoustic metamaterials, but also
because many acoustic materials can be modeled as aniso-
tropic fluids. A general method to characterize anisotropic
fluid layers is developed and validated on simulated data in this
work. This method extends existing ones based on the inver-
sion of the scattering matrix to general three-dimensional
anisotropic fluids whose principal directions are unknown and
possibly tilted relative to the layer coordinate system. The
method relies on the measurement of both transmission and
reflection coefficients of the layer at a small number of inci-
dence angles. From the transmission coefficients at two pairs
of angles, the phase terms due to the possible out-of-plane
principal directions are first recovered. Then, four pairs of
transmission/reflection coefficients (possibly involving the
same previous transmission coefficients) are required to
recover analytically the six components of the symmetric
density matrix and the bulk modulus. The density matrix is
finally diagonalized to estimate the principal directions and the
densities along the principal directions. This procedure is suc-
cessfully applied to recover the principal directions, density
matrix, and bulk modulus of a simulated anisotropic viscother-
mal fluid material made of the orthorhombic lattice of overlap-
ping ellipsoids. This procedure paves the way for the
characterization and design of three-dimensional anisotropic
metamaterials and acoustic materials.
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APPENDIX A: APPARENT EQUATIONS OF MASS AND
MOMENTUM CONSERVATION

We begin by recalling the equations of mass and momen-
tum conservation for the anisotropic material Ω

iωP=B ¼ r � V, (A1a)
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iωV ¼ HrP, (A1b)

where the symmetric tensor H ¼ ρ�1 is the inverse of the
density tensor. We denote HΓ ¼ Hij with (i, j) [ {1, 2}2 its
restriction to in-plane directions, and q ¼ q1e1 þ q2e2 the
vector with components

q1 ¼ H13=H33 and q2 ¼ H23=H33: (A2)

Furthermore, the pressure and velocity fields are taken in the
following form prescribed by the incident plane wave, the lin-
earity in the system, and the homogeneity of the layer

P ¼ bP(x3)eik1x1þik2x2 and V ¼ bV(x3)eik1x1þik2x2 , (A3)

where bP(x3) and bV(x3) still depend on the coordinate x3. The
in-plane vector is defined by kΓ ¼ k1e1 þ k2e2. The in-plane
and normal components of the velocity bV(x3) are also identi-
fied as

bV ¼ bVΓ þ bV3e3, (A4)

where bVΓ ¼ bV1e1 þ bV2e2 and bVj ¼ bV � ej for j [ {1, 2, 3}. Using
the fact that derivation of the fields P and V in Eq. (A3) with
respect to xj is equivalent to their multiplication by ikj for
j [ {1, 2}, the conservation equations in Eq. (A1) can be rewrit-
ten as follows, where Eq. (A5a) is equivalent to Eq. (A1a), while
Eqs. (A5b) and (A5c) are equivalent to Eq. (A1b) in the in-plane
and normal directions, respectively

iωbP
B

¼ ikΓ � bVΓ þ @bV3

@x3
, (A5a)

iωVΓ ¼ iHΓ:kΓ
bPþH33

@bP
@x3

q, (A5b)

iωbV3 ¼ H33 iq � kΓ
bPþ @bP

@x3

 !
: (A5c)

Equation (A5c) yields the apparent momentum conservation
in the normal direction and involves the apparent density eρ

iωeρbV3 ¼ i(q � kΓ)bPþ @bP
@x3

where eρ ¼ 1
H33

: (A6)

Besides, substitution of Eq. (A5b) in (A5a) provides the relation

iωbP
B

¼ ikΓ � qH33

iω
@bP
@x3

�
bP
iω

kΓ � (HΓ:kΓ)þ @bV3

@x3
, (A7)

while, according to Eq. (A5c), the x3-derivative of bP reads

@bP
@x3

¼ iω
H33

bV3 � iq � kΓ
bP: (A8)

Substitution of Eq. (A8) in (A7) yields the apparent equation of
mass conservation

iωbPeB ¼ i(q � kΓ)bV3 þ @bV3

@x3
, (A9)

where the apparent bulk modulus eB satisfies

1eB ¼ 1
B
� 1
ω2

tkΓ:HΓ:kΓ �H33(kΓ � q)2
h i

: (A10)

Expansion of the right-hand side of Eq. (A10) gives

tkΓ:HΓ:kΓ �H33(kΓ � q)2 ¼ H11k21 þH22k22
þ2H12k1k2 �H33 q21 k

2
1 þ 2q1q2k1k2 þ q22k

2
2


 �
:

(A11)

Substitution of Eq. (A11) into (A10) yields

ω2

B
� ω2eB(k1, k2) ¼ ξ11k

2
1 þ ξ22k

2
2 þ 2ξ12k1k2, (A12a)

with ξij ¼ Hij �H33qi qj, 8 (i, j) [ {1, 2}2: (A12b)

Equations (A6), (A9), and (A12a) provide the results of this
section.

APPENDIX B: NICOLSON–ROSS–WEIR FORMULA IN
ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

To derive the Nicolson–Ross–Weir formula in anisotropic
media, we start with the following system stating the boun-
dary conditions at the interfaces of the layer with the sur-
rounding medium

Rþ 1

R� 1eZ0

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ¼ U �

eik
�
3 L 0

0 eik
þ
3 L

24 35 �U�1 �
T

�TeZ0

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;, (B1)

where matrices U and U�1 are given by

U ¼ eZ eZ
�1 1

� �
and U�1 ¼ 1

2
1=eZ �1

1=eZ 1

" #
, (B2)

while wavenumbers in the layer read as follows in the
x3-direction

k+3 ¼ �q � kΓ + ek: (B3)

Substitution of Eq. (B2) into (B1) yields the following two equa-
tions once developed:

2(Rþ 1) ¼ Teik
þ
3 L(1� σ)þ Teik

�
3 L(1þ σ), (B4a)

2(Rþ 1)σ ¼ Teik
þ
3 L(1� σ)� Teik

�
3 L(1þ σ), (B4b)

where σ ¼ eZ=eZ0 is the ratio of apparent impedances.
Summing side by side Eqs. (B4a) and (B4b) while using the
expression (B3) of the wavenumber kþ3 provides

(Te�iq�kΓL)eþiekL ¼ 1þ 1þ σ

1� σ
R: (B5)

Subtracting side by side Eq. (B4b) to (B4a) provides

(Te�iq�kΓL)e�iekL ¼ 1þ 1� σ

1þ σ
R: (B6)
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Multiplying side by side Eqs. (B5) and (B6) leads to

(Te�iq�kΓL)2 ¼ 1þ 1� σ

1þ σ
R

� 	
1þ 1þ σ

1� σ
R

� 	
: (B7)

Equation (B7) can be rewritten in the form

1þ σ2

1� σ2 ¼
1þ R2 � (Te�iq�kΓL)2

2R
: (B8)

Solving for σ2 in Eq. (B8) yields

σ2 ¼ 1þ R2 � (Te�iq�kΓL)2 � 2R

1þ R2 � (Te�iq�kΓL)2 þ 2R
: (B9)

Taking the square root of Eq. (B9), the apparent impedance is
found

eZ ¼ +eZ0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1� R)2 � (Te�iq�kΓL)2

(1þ R)2 � (Te�iq�kΓL)2

s
, (B10)

while Eqs. (B4a) and (B4b) can be cast in the single relation

e+iekL ¼ 1þ 1+ eZ=eZ0

1+ eZ=eZ0
R

 !
1

Te�iq�kΓL
: (B11)

Equations (B10) and (B11) provide the results of this section.

APPENDIX C: COEFFICIENTS OF THE DENSITY TENSOR

Here, we derive the expression of the six coefficients of
the density tensor ρ from the knowledge of the following
parameters:

q1 ¼ H13=H33, q2 ¼ H23=H33, eρ ¼ 1=H33, (C1a)

ξij ¼ Hij �H33qi qj, 8 (i, j) [ {1, 2}2: (C1b)

Since H ¼ ρ�1, tensors H and ρ satisfy

H ¼
tcomat(ρ)
det(ρ)

and ρ ¼ det(ρ)tcomat(H), (C2)

where comat( � ) stands for the comatrix. Since H and ρ are
symmetric, calculation of their co-matrices and of the deter-
minant of the density tensor provides

H ¼ 1
det(ρ)

ρ22ρ33 � ρ223 ρ13ρ23 � ρ33ρ12 ρ12ρ23 � ρ22ρ13
ρ13ρ23 � ρ33ρ12 ρ11ρ33 � ρ213ρ12 ρ13 � ρ11ρ23
ρ12ρ23 � ρ13ρ22 ρ12ρ13 � ρ11ρ23 ρ11ρ22 � ρ212

24 35, (C3)

ρ ¼ det(ρ) �
H22H33 �H2

23 H13H23 �H33H12 H12H23 �H22H13

H13H23 �H33H12 H11H33 �H2
13 H12H13 �H11H23

H12H23 �H13H22 H12H13 �H11H23 H11H22 �H2
12

264
375,

(C4)

det(ρ) ¼ ρ13 (ρ12ρ23 � ρ13ρ22)þ ρ23 (ρ12ρ13 � ρ11ρ23)

þ ρ33 (ρ11ρ22 � ρ212): (C5)

In what follows, the following coefficient is used:

Δ12 ¼ ρ11ρ22 � ρ212 ¼ H33det(ρ): (C6)

Combining Eqs. (C1a) to (C6), the following relations are found
immediately:

q1 ¼ H13

H33
¼ ρ12ρ23 � ρ22ρ13

Δ12
, (C7a)

q2 ¼ H23

H33
¼ ρ12ρ13 � ρ11ρ23

Δ12
, (C7b)

det(ρ) ¼ Δ12 ρ13q1 þ ρ23q2 þ ρ33ð Þ, (C7c)

eρ ¼ 1
H33

¼ det(ρ)
Δ12

¼ ρ13q1 þ ρ23q2 þ ρ33: (C7d)

Now, the parameters ξij in Eq. (C1b) can be rewritten as

ξ11 ¼ H11 �H33q21 ¼
H11H33 �H2

13

H33
, (C8a)

ξ22 ¼ H22 �H33q22 ¼
H22H33 �H2

23

H33
, (C8b)

ξ12 ¼ H12 �H33q1q2 ¼ H12H33 �H13H23

H33
: (C8c)

Besides, Eq. (C4) provides the following coefficients of the
density tensor:

ρ11 ¼ H22H33 �H2
23


 �
det(ρ), (C9a)

ρ22 ¼ H11H33 �H2
13


 �
det(ρ), (C9b)

ρ12 ¼ H13H23 �H33H12ð Þdet(ρ): (C9c)

Combination of Eqs. (C6), (C8), and (C9) yields

ξ11 ¼
ρ22
Δ12

, ξ22 ¼
ρ11
Δ12

, ξ12 ¼
� ρ12
Δ12

: (C10)

These parameters obviously satisfy the equality

ξ11ξ22 � ξ212 ¼
1
Δ12

¼ 1
ρ11ρ22 � ρ212

: (C11)

As a result, Eq. (C10) can be inverted to give

ρ11 ¼ ξ22=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212), (C12a)

ρ22 ¼ ξ11=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212), (C12b)

ρ12 ¼ �ξ12=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212): (C12c)

Now combining Eqs. (C7a), (C7b) and (C10), the parameters q1
and q2 read

q1 ¼ �(ξ11ρ13 þ ξ12ρ23), q2 ¼ �(ξ22ρ23 þ ξ12ρ13): (C13)
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Solving for ρ13 and ρ23 in Eq. (C13) yields

ρ13 ¼ (ξ12q2 � ξ22q1)=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212), (C14a)

ρ23 ¼ (ξ12q1 � ξ11q2)=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212): (C14b)

Finally, substitution of Eq. (C14a) and (C14b) into (C7d) leads to

ρ33 ¼ eρþ (ξ22q
2
1 þ ξ11q

2
2 � 2ξ12q1q2)=(ξ11ξ22 � ξ212): (C15)

Equations (C12a)–(C12c), (C14a), (C14b), and (C15) provide the
result of this section.

APPENDIX D: CELL PROBLEMS IN THE
HOMOGENIZATION PROCESS

In this section, the definition of the Johnson–Champoux–
Allard–Lafarge18,19 parameters is provided in terms of volume
and surface averages of periodic potential fields over the unit
cell of the porous medium. These potential fields satisfy peri-
odic cell problems, and the full derivation of which from the
theory of two-scale asymptotic homogenization16,17 is not
recalled here. In what follows, Ωp denotes the unit cell of the
porous medium, Ωf denotes the fluid domain inside the unit
cell, and Γ denotes the fluid/solid interface with n as the
normal vector. Moreover, the volume average of a field
defined in the fluid domain of the unit cell is denoted by

h�i ¼ 1
jΩpj

ð
Ωf

�dΩ, (D1)

where jΩpj is the overall volume of the unit cell. In the
present case of the parallelepiped cube with sizes lI, lII, and lIII
in the directions (eI, eII, eIII), the volume of the unit cell is
jΩpj ¼ lI lII lIII. Furthermore, the porosity of the porous
medium reads

f ¼ h1i ¼ jΩf j=jΩpj: (D2)

1. Visco-inertial cell problem

The frequency-dependent visco-inertial cell problem
consists of the incompressible Stokes flow through the unit
cell in response to a unit pressure gradient applied in the eJ
with J ¼ I, II, III:

div(kJ) ¼ 0,

div[grad(kJ)]þ iωρ0
η

kJ ¼ grad(ζJ)� eJ,

kJ ; 0 on Γ,
hζJi ; 0,
kJ, ζJ Ω-periodic,

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(D3)

where kJ plays the role of the velocity field and ζJ of its asso-
ciated pressure field. The visco-inertial frequency-dependent
permeability tensor reads

K ¼ h eJ � kJi, (D4)

with implicit summation on J, and with � being the tensor
product. Due to symmetries in the unit cell, directions

(eI, eII, eIII) are identified as principal axes of the visco-inertial
permeability tensor, which is therefore diagonal in this coor-
dinate system K ¼ diag(KJ) where KJ ¼ hkJ � eJi.

The visco-static permeability tensor corresponds to the
tensor K at the frequency ω ¼ 0. The fields (kJ, ζJ) ¼ (k0

J , ζ
0
J ) at

ω ¼ 0 satisfy the geometric cell problem:

div(k0
J ) ¼ 0,

div[grad(k0
J )] ¼ grad(ζ0J )� e0J ,

k0
J ; 0 on Γ,

hζ0J i ; 0,

k0
J , ζ0J Ω-periodic,

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(D5)

and the visco-static permeability K0
J is real and positive

valued and is given by

K0
J ¼ hk0

J � eJi: (D6)

At high frequencies ω ! 1, the fields are denoted
(kJ, ζJ) ¼ (k1

J , ζ
1
J ) and satisfy the cell problem:

div(k1
J ) ¼ 0,

iωρ0
η

k1
J ¼ grad(ζ1J )� eJ,

k1
J � n ¼ 0 on Γ,

hζ1J i ; 0,
k1
J , ζ1J Ω-periodic:

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(D7)

The high-frequency limit of the principal permeability then
reads

K1
J ¼ fη

�iωρ0α1
J

where α1
J ¼ f

f� @ζ1J
@xJ

�  , (D8)

with α1
J being the high-frequency tortuosity. Besides, the

characteristic viscous length ΛJ is related to the high-
frequency asymptotic limit of the permeability KJ when the
viscous boundary layer at the fluid/solid interface is
accounted for Ref. 18. It reads

ΛJ ¼ 2

Ð
Ωf

k1
J � k1

J dΩÐ
Γ k1

J � k1
J dΓ

: (D9)

Equations (D5) and (D7) provide the cell problems solved to
obtain the JCAL parameters K0

J , α
1
J and ΛJ given in Eqs. (D6),

(D8), and (D9).

2. Thermo-acoustic cell problem

The frequency-dependent thermo-acoustic cell problem
consists of the heat conduction through the unit cell in
response to a constant pressure applied:

div[grad(ϑ)]þ iωρ0cp
κ

ϑ ¼ �1,

ϑ ; 0 on Γ,
ϑ Ω-periodic,

8>><>>: (D10)

where ϑ plays the role of the temperature field. The thermo-
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acoustic frequency-dependent permeability tensor reads

Θ ¼ hϑi: (D11)

The thermostatic permeability corresponds to the permeabil-
ity Θ at the frequency ω ¼ 0. The field ϑ ¼ ϑ0 at ω ¼ 0 satisfy
the geometric cell problem

div[grad(ϑ0)] ¼ �1,

ϑ0 ; 0 on Γ,
ϑ0 Ω-periodic,

8><>: (D12)

and the thermostatic permeability Θ0 is given by

Θ0 ¼ hϑ0i: (D13)

At high frequencies ω ! 1, the thermal field is denoted
ϑ ¼ ϑ1 and is uniform over the cell. It satisfies

iωρ0cp
κ

ϑ1 ¼ �1 and Θ1 ¼ hϑ1i ¼ fκ

�iωρ0cp
: (D14)

Besides, the characteristic thermal length Λ0 is related to the
high-frequency asymptotic limit of the permeability Θ when
the thermal boundary layer at the fluid/solid interface is
accounted for. It reads

Λ0 ¼ 2

Ð
Ωf

ϑ1 � ϑ1 dΩÐ
Γ ϑ

1 � ϑ1 dΓ
¼ 2

jΩf j
jΓj : (D15)

Equation (D12) provides the cell problem solved to obtain the
JCAL parameters Θ0 and Λ0 given in Eqs. (D13) and (D15).
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